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overview

What is the role of media technologies in mobility
and changes in time/space perceptions?

1. Brief overview notion of ‘space’ in western thought

2. What is ‘mobility’?

3. Historical perspective on mobility (modernity): train

4. Current developments in mobility (post-modernity):
mobile phone & locative media

Questions & Discussion
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1. Space

Common sense understanding:
• Emptyness in between things:
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1. Space

Common sense understanding:
• Universe, void:
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1. Space

Objective

• Ancient Greeks: ‘empty box’

• Bruno, Descartes: absolute

• Newton: geometrical, ‘Euclidian’

‘Place’ then is a unique

position in space
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1. Space

Subjective

• Leibnitz: relation between things

• Kant: subjective experience

>> ‘place’ is “lived space”

• Lefebvre: socially produced

• De Certeau: practised place

>> space and place are political
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2. What is mobility?

Tim Cresswell (2006: 1-3):  “meaningful movement”

"...[M]obility is central to what it is to be human. It is 
a fundamental geographical facet of existence and, 
as such, provides a rich terrain from which narratives 
-and, indeed, ideologies - can be, and have been, 
-constructed. ”
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2. What is mobility?

John Urry (2007: 47):  5 types of travel:

1. Corporeal travel of people
2. Physical movement of objects
3. Imaginative travel
4. Virtual travel
5. Communicative travel
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Being ‘mobile’: freedom
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Being ‘mobile’: force 
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‘Mobile aesthetics’ of flow
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‘Mobile aesthetics’ of flow
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Mobility depends on fixity
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Mobility as means
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Mobility as end
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2. What is mobility?

3 paradoxes

1. Freedom vs. Force
2. Fixity vs. Flow 
3. Means vs. End
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2. What is mobility?

3 broad contexts

1. Technologization
2. Globalization
3. Commercialization
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3. Mobility in modernity

When does globalization actually start?

---------> -------->
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3. Mobility in modernity

• Industrial revolution 19th century saw huge increase in mobility:
travel (e.g. trains) and communication (telegraph, telephone,
radio) now separated

Railway mobility:

a. changes in time
b. changes in space
c. changes in mediated vision
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Brief history of the railway

Connected with 'modernity':
* Mechanization of movement
* Complex mobility systems (routes+vehicle)!
* Expertise & specialization
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changes in time & space

Speeding up of travel and communication:

* 'Annihilation of space by time’ (Marx)!
* 'Time/space compression' (Harvey)
* 'Country as one big city’, ‘global village’
(McLuhan)!
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a. changes in time

Time-table is the 19th century invention

* Common time standard: Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) !
* New devices for time measurement
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'Time is
money'

'Cult of punctuality'

Time-
disciplining

b. changes in time
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b. changes in space

Railway initiates two powerful spatial effects:

1) shrinking of space, bringing places closer
together
2) expanding space: connecting previously
unrelated places
(Urry 2007: 100)!
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b. changes in space

before ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> after

* Places have unique individuality –> Places commodified,
mutually comparable to well-trained eye of connoisseur
* Nature as fearsome and 'wild' -> Nature as consumable
leisure item
* Land(scape) as natural environment -> Landscape as visual
spectacle for mobile 'tourist gaze': 'panorama'
* Places as fixed -> Transit places (stations, waiting room, etc)!

!! Important role of media of reproduction (e.g. postcard) !!
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c. changes in mediated vision

Petran Kockelkoren:

* train sickness

* (moving) panorama

"Trans-Siberian railroad" panorama, 1900
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4. Mobility in post-modernity

• Cyberspace as separate space: endless ‘virtual

mobility’

• Mobile media: physical travel and communication

again merge. How?
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4. Mobility in post-modernity

Mobile communication is physical:

1. Materiality of object

2. Physicality of carrier’s body

3. Mobile phones used in context
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4. Mobility in post-modernity

Physical mobility becomes communicative mobility

Both objects….
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4. Mobility in post-modernity

Physical mobility becomes communicative mobility

…And people
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4. Mobility in post-modernity
We ‘augment’ our physical travel with:

• communication

• social coordination

• entertainment

• navigation and orientation

• receiving/sending (contextually relevant) information

• mobile play
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4. Mobility in post-modernity

Questions that are open

What kinds of changes are occurring in…?

a. Social relations

b. Time/space

c. Identity

>> show example from film Shoot-n-Share

Thanks for listening!
Michiel de Lange | mdelange {AT} bijt.org
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